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Prismatic Foundation Subjected to Oblique Pull
Fondation Prismatique Chargée par Traction Oblique
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SYNOPSIS
The stability of a stiff.vertical foundation of prismatio shape embedded in the
soil,loaded with an oblique pulling foroe was investigated by full scale field tests,laboratory
modelling and for frictional soils by mathematical modelling,too. For practical purposes like the
design of transmission tower foundations or of anchoring walls,simplified solutions are presented

INTRODUCTION
The work reported here was induced by a problem
of the praotioe: the design of foundations for
towers of high tension electrical transmission
lines. The moments from horizontal forces ac ting on the tower may be balanoed either by the
weight of the foundation,or by anchoring it in
to the subsoil. The first way is material con
suming, the second is technologically inconveni
ent.
If the walls of a prismatio pit hold stable at
least for a short time until filled with oonorete,the foundation of the tower on two paral
lel walls arranged perpendicularly to the ho rizontal oomponent of the resulting external
foroe seems advantageous both from technologioal and eoonomioal point of view. The pulling
force induoed by the horizontal oomponent is
here balanoed partly by the self weight of the
foundation,partly-to a greater portion-by the
aotivized resistance of the surrounding soil.
Simple technology and relatively small consump
tion of oonorete make this kind of foundation
economical. To put it in practice, rules for
the design were needed. Before solving the prob
lem some prinoipal questions must be clarified:
1.As a oonsequenoe of the great elastioity of
steel transmission towers the limit state of
deformation refers here not to the construo tion itself,but to the soil surrounding the
foundation. This makes a principal difference
to stiff constructions like buildings. The prob
lem of limiting deformations of soils is not
clarified yet,the deformation oharaoteristios
of soils at horizontal and oblique loadings are
Dot known to a satisfactory degree. For this
reason it was deoided to base the design on the
limit state of stability of the soil.The soil
parameters needed for stability calculations
are known. In all cases where no laboratory
testing of the soil is provided for,the neoessery values may be taken from soil standards.
2.The angle of inclination of foroes,introduced
into the foundation by the legs of the tower,is
usually small. In other oases,e. g.when using
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prismatio oonorete blocks or walls as anohors,
this augje may be muoh greater and may even
reaoh 90 . From this reason it was stated to
solve the problem in the whole interval from
0° to 90 .
3.Conventional stability calculations are pos
sible for vertical and horizontal pull. A com
mon analytical solution for any angle of incli
nation were possible only if the aotivized wall
friotion could be stated in a satisfactory man
ner. This being not the case,it was supposed
that the dependence of the ultimate load from
the angle of inclination must follow a conti nuous function. Are the ultimate loads in ver
tical and horizontal direction once known,the
shape of this function oan be stated with aoouracy sufficient for practical design from expe
rimental data.
^.The prismatic ooncrete block foundation has
usually a depth D < 6 m,a width B = 0.6 to 1.0
m and a length L depending on the tower type
(Fig.l). It may be shown on hand of different
semi-empirioal and theoretical rules,that the
foundation may be considered as a completely
stiff one.

Fig.1.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Field tests
The principal aim of field tests was to verify
the validity of theoretical computing procedu
res. In oase of need the results were to serve
also to introduce corrections to the caloula tions so as to obtain a better agreement while
maintaining the simple prooedure.
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The loading tests by vertioal pull on experi
mental foundations were oarried out in various
soils. Emphasis was laid on their homogeneity:
it was controled by taking undisturbed samples
and by dynamic penetration. The tests were ef
fected in the following soils: 1 .in compact
olayey sand, 2.in sandy loam of semi-9olid con
sistency, 3-in uniform,medium grained,medium
dense sand, If. in loess loam of stiff consisten
cy. The physical and mechanical properties of
the soils are set up in Table I.
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1 8. 5
16. 9
16.5
16.3

1
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w
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33.4
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11.7
18. 9

c
0
(°) (ltPa)
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30
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1. 20 15
0
32
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In some oases even oblique loading was induoed
as a combination of horizontal and vertical
forces,which increased proportionally in the
ratio 1:15, 1:10 and 1:7.5 . These obliquities
correspond to the resultant in mast bases.
The test results in vertioal pull are given
in Table II.
TABLE II
Test
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.

dimensions
B

L

(m)

(m)

0=0. 8 m

0.9
0.8
0.8

1.8
2.1
3.0

Ultimate

weight load
D

G

4

deform.

(m) (kN)

(kN)

4f
(mm)

2.3 25.4
2.5 95. 2
2.5 92.5
3.0 158. 4

368. 8
419. 7
382.5
760.0

33.50
11 .50
6. 88
8. 50

G
14.5
4.4
4. 1
4. 8

NB. : In test No.2 before filling the exca
vation with concrete overmoistening of
the walls of the pit occured.
The last column of Table II gives the ratio of
the bearing oapacity to the weight of the foundation. It shows a great effeotivness of these
foundations even in a re latively small depth,
Fig.2 shows the load-dis placement diagram of
test No.3. In Fig.3 the vertical displacement
of the foundation biook »nd the adjacent soil
are presented.
Supposing linearly increasing horizontal pres
sure with depth and uniformly distributed ad
hesion on the mantle,the oalculated coeffici
ents of earth pressure are bigger than those
given by Jâkys simplified formula for the
pressure at rest (K = 1 - sin 0 ) .
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The extraotlng of the foundations needed a hea
vy and complioated equipment (tests No. 1 and2).
It was later replaced by extruding by means of
lost flat hydraulic Jacks lain on a concrete
supporting sill constructed below the proper
foundation. The ohange in stress in the soil
was without influenoe on the bearing oapacity,
however,it effected the displacements (tests
No. 3 and 4).

F o u n d a t i o n

[mm]
6

Z

TABLE I
Soil

LOAD TEST
No. 3
382,5kN

P vttN]
Fig.2.
Model measurements
Parallely with the field tests also model mea
surements on scale 1:10 and 1•20 were realized
Mainly qualitative relations were followed.Some
measured dependencies,however, permit also a
quantitative interpretation.
As a model soil homogeneous sand ( 0 = 0.5 to
2. 0 mm) with varying density and glass balls
(ballotini,0 = 4 mm) were used. During the
tests in plain strain and spatial conditions the
following influences were followed: the direc
tion of the pulling foroe, the properties of
the soil, the surface roughness of the founda
tion, the rate of deformation and the spatial
effeot.
Fig.4 shows the general shape of the dependence
of the ultimate load on the angle of inclina tion Of,plotted in polar coordinates. The area
limited by the vertical and horizontal axis
and the line of ultimate pulling loads determi
nes the "safe region" of loadings. The effect
of soil density as well as the effeot of surfaoe roughness are expressive.
1 ,3 , ï
2

-SMOOTH
- ROUSH
— I
-- 1
& = 16,1 K N m 3
Yd = 15,3 M m 3
Yd = 1fi,3 KNrff3

0,6

t,0
H im

Hie rate of deformation in d r y ,oohesionless ma
terial was without a substantial effeot on the
ultimate load. The spatial effect is signifi cant only if the direction of the pulling foroe
approaches the horizontal. At oonstant depth D
was the ultimate load in spatial oonditions at
the ratio L/B = 1 2.8-times greater,than in
plain strain. Vith increasing L/B this effeot
diminishes and at L/B = 6 practically disappeares.
Like in the field tests,the horizontal earth
pressure was in each case bigger than the pres
sure at rest oaloulated with Jâky's equation.
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for any arbitrary a and loading P<:P“ can be
determined.

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

P a=l90kNm1

The interaction of a stiff concrete foundation
loaded by an oblique pulling foroe,and its ho
mogeneous ,isotropic loose environment were stu
died on a numerical example by the method of
finite elements. Hie foundation depth is D=4 m,
the width B=0.8 m,the unit weight of oonorete
23 kN. m . Hie assumed medium dense sandy soil
has a unit weight

~f = 18 kN. m

_3

and an angle

P ^M O kN m 1

of friotion 0 = 33°• The obliquity of the pul
ling foroe is given by a olosed interval
a <o°, 90°J>. The task was solved as a plain
strain problem assuming various mathematical
models of the surrounding soil. A linearly elastic, a nonlinearly elastio and a nonlinearly elasto-plastic model was used.

The best results were obtained by the nonlinearly elastio model of the subsoil ( program
"KAVERNA", DoleSalovd 1972, 1973, 1978, 1979).
The structure of this model enables tu fulfil
three fundamental requirements:
- to respect the influence of geostatical
stresses and their ohanges as a result
of technology,
- to respeot the soil—concrete oontaot by
Joints of zero thickness and different
properties,
- to eliminate the occuranoe of tension in
the elements to acceptably negligible
values.
In solving the problem four cases of oblique
pulling foroes acting on the stiff concrete
wall were considered. Hie angles of inclina
tion were 0, 30, 60 and 90 degrees. The in crease of the load affeots substantially the
result of oaloulation,it is why the loading
steps were relatively small.(11 to 14 steps
with 25, 30 to 40 kN. m- 1 ).
Hie results of the solution show that even
when it is not possible by help of this mathe
matical conception to model direotly the fai
lure along sliding surfaces,the state of a to
tal failure of the fundament can be approached.
The ultimate load cannot be unambiguously de
termined from the load-displacement diagram.
Hie gradual failure of the surrounding soil
(Fig.5)»however,enables to introduce as a criterium of total failure the rise of a continu
ous plastic area around the foundation under
simultaneous failure of the Joints. This oriterium Is theoretically justified. It is intere
sting to see that the ultimate loads determi
ned in this way correspond exaotly with the va
lues aquired by Van der Veen's empirioal method
(1953) derived from a great number of pile loa
ding tests.
The load-displacement ourves for various obli
quities of the foroe P are real only up to the
determined ultimate load P^. (In the real area
these dependencies oan be quite exactly appro
ximated by curves of the third degree - oissoides). This curves may be represented in the
P, v, a spaoe (v - displacement veotor)(Fig.6).
For the enquired area they give a continuous
surfaoe for whioh the appropriate deformation

Fig.5-

Fig.6.
Hie oalculation gives a detailed survey on the
stresses and strains in the whole area under a
gradual loading by an oblique pulling force.The
distribution of the resulting lateral stresses
on the foundation walls at individual loading
steps is of special interest(Fig. 7 ).
The resulting displacement as a function of
the value and the inclination of the pulling
foroe is shown in Fig.8.

200

' 300,

HLkNmJ
Fig. 7 .

Fig.8.

Hie numerical solution gave an excellent outline
about the successive development of stresses ,
strains and failure. For its complicated and
time oonsuming mathematical procedures,however,
it cannot be recommended for praotical calcula
tions of pulled foundations.
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where
CALCULATION OF THE DESIGN LOAD

Eor = ° ‘5 > V d 2 - (1 " sin

(2)

and
Methodical prinoiples
With regard to the purpose of calculations it
was deoided to solve the problem by oombining
theoretical considerations with faots determi
ned experimentally as follows:
1.To determine the ultimate pulling load in
vertioal and horizontal direotion in a conven
tional manner.
2.To oomplete the theoretioal methods with
oorreotive faotors for better approximation
of the real behaviour of soils.
3.To replaoe the parabolio oourse of the de pendenee P? = f(cr) (Fig. U, 8) by a bilinear
line. The apex of this dependence should be
defined empirically.
k .To state the design load of the foundation
on the base of the limit state of stability,
i.e. to warrant the required safety in the
following way:
a) to reduoe the weight of the foundation
and the unit weight of the soil with a
load factor n = 0.9 (1.1),
b) to determine the design values of the
strength parameters by reduoing the stan
dard values with a factor of homogeneity
k,for the friction angle equal 0.9 (l.l),
for the cohesion 0.5 (2.0),
o) to respeot the mood of load action by a
factor of working oonditions m
1 with
numerical values depending on the objeo tive oonditions of the case solved,
d) to oover the imperfeotions of the sim
plified calculations with a faotor of cal
culation reliability m. £ 1.
5.Respecting the fact that in the olimatio
oonditions of Czechoslovakia the subgrade at
least for a part of the year is highly satura
t e d , ^ oohesive soils failure at undrained
oonditions is to be supposed.
Vertioal load
The bearing capacity of a prismatic foundation
for vertical pull is given by the total of its
weight and the resistance of the surrounding
soil.
In frictional soils the latter may be determi
ned as the product of the horizontal earth
pressure and the activized friction between
the conorete and the soil,multiplied by a fac
tor k^ = 1 to respect the dilatancy of the
soil. With sufficient accuracy pressure at rest
may be supposed.
In oohesive soils (S>0. 8, 0 = 0) the soil re
sistance is given byradhesion on the vertioal
surface of the foundation,a product of the to
tal vertioal surfaoe and the oohesion o mul tiplied by the adhesion factor k& ^ 1.

G is the weight of the foundation,
0 - its perimeter,
k^- the dilatanoy faotor,
6 — the angle of surfaoe friotion,
m - the faotor of working conditions.

Index "r" indioates a value reduoed in the
sense of the theory of limit states (i.e. a
design value).
In cohesive soils the design load may be cal
culated with formula (3):
= 0 . 9 G ♦ 0 . D . O u r . k a .m

Fig.9.

(3)

Fig.10.

The faotor of dilatanoy k^ was determined on
the base of experiments and literary informa
tions. Numerical values are given in dependence
from the relative density of the soil In and
the foundation depth (Fig.9). The adhesion fao
tor kft expresses the relation between cohesion
and
adhesion on the wall. It is given in de
pendence on the relative consistency index I_
(Fig.10). Tlie factor of working oonditions
is introduced as unity for pulling foroes ao ting only occasionally and as m = 0.8 for per
manent pull. The angle of surface friction may
be chosen in loose soils in the range (0.67 to
1.O)0',in medium dense and dense soils it e quals the residual value of the effective angle
of friotion 0'
. Its design values we get by
multiplying
with the homogeneity factor
k = 0. 9.
Horizontal load
For the determination of the ultimate horizon
tal load of the infinit stiff embedded wall in
frictional soils a conventional model with li
nearized resulting earth pressures above and
below the point of rotation 0 was used (Fig.11)
PrecT P O 'r K . D *

The design loads are derived in the same man
ner using reduoed design values of all quanti
ties.
In frictional soil the vertioal design load is

a

P^ = 0.9 G + 0.E .tan<5_.k..m
or
L a
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The conventional scheme was improved by diffe
rentiated values of the soil resistanoe near
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the lower end of the foundation, whioh are in
troduced by the soil resistance faotor k^ ^ 1.

expressed as eQ = kc .eQ. The position of the
point 0 as a funotion of k Q shows Fig.16.

Hie moment equilibrium of horizontal foroes
leads for the unknown quantity x governing the
depth of the point of rotation 0 to an equation
of the fourth degree,where the coefficients are
funotions of the soil resistanoe faotor k^.Hie
value of the ultimate horizontal load for 1 m
length of the infinit wall results from the
equilibrium of horizontal forces.(The vertioal
foroes have little influenoe and may be neglec
ted). Reduoed values of P^w (ultimate horizon
tal load at plain strain) are given in Fig.12
as a function of the soil resistance faotor k^,
This diagram oan be used direotly,or it may "
be expressed by the simple but acourate regres
sion formula
P^w =

y.K.D2.(0.117 - 0.071 log1Q k0 )

(k)

The ooeffioient of the resulting earth pressure
K is defined as the difference of the Coulombic
ooeffioients for the horizontal component of
the passive and the active pressure,calculated
with regard to the aotivized angle of wall friotioni.The latter shold not exoeed the value
0.67 0 ' . Hie numerioal values of the soil re sistance faotor k^ are given in dependence on
the relative density of the soil (Fig.13).

n = d„/d
10

0,9

0,6
£;

0

°s

Fig.15.

Fig. 16.

Hie values of the faotor k depend on failure
oonditions. Hie ultimate °horizontal load for
1 m length of the infinit wall Pfv is given ,
neglecting vertioal forces,by the equilibrium
of horizontal foroes
H
Pfw = E 1
For ko = 1 is

T}= Dq / D

(7)

= 0.707. If k o^ 1, the

shape of the assumed rupture surfaces must be
known. Assuming failure aooording to Fig.17,the
stresses eQ and e^ may be expressed as follows:
0 -5-r-Do
o'o = 1. 33(D - Do )r+ 6. 28. cu

(8)
(9)

In equ.(8) adhesion may be neglected,kft = 0.

sL/ B

0 0,2 0,¥ 0,6 0,6 1,0I D

The two equilibrium conditions Z H = 0 and
Z M g : 0 for three unknown values must be sol
ved by iteration.To facilitate the calculations
and save time,diagram Fig.17 was compiled.

Fig.14.

Fig. 13.

The design load of a prismatic foundation at ho
rizontal pull acting at the level of the terrain
is given by the general term (5 )
P® =
a

where

m.k .L.P^
dw
~

(5 )

m is the factor of working conditions,
kp- the factor of spatial effect,
L - the length of the foundation,
P? the design load for the infinit wall
w for 1 m length.

The factor of working oonditions is introduced
with values like in the oase of vertical loads.
In friotional soils
= m.k

L.rr .Kr .D2 (0.117-0. 071 l<>g1ok0 )

(6)
Hie spatial faotor depends on the proportions
of B, L and D.For the most frequent values B =
0. 6 to 1 m and D < 6 m it oan be expressed in
dependence from the ratio L/B (Fig.14).
In pure cohesive soils pressure distribution
aooording to Fig.15 is supposed,where the stress
below the point of rotation 0 may be generally

The design load for the prismatio foundation is
obtained in the same manner,using reduoed values
of y and Ou r ,and introducing them in equ,(5)•
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No.
1
Ï
2.
1‘

Oblique load-inff
The 9hape of the dependenoe
= f(a) based on
experimental observations and oonfirmed by ma
thematical modelling (Pig.4,8) oan be replaced
by a bilinear diagram.The arising differences
- oompared with uncertainties lying in the pro
perties of the soil - are relatively small and
in major part are on the safe side.

m

6
0

kd.
12

0
1,0
2/3<fi 1,2
Z/30 1,0

j j

In friotional soils the boundaries of "safe re
gion" are determined in acoordanoe with Fig.18.

______ \ 3 8 0 ^ 0

!

\* 3 2 0 \a=90°
3b o

WO
H ftN m ]

Fig.20.
conditions,D = 4.0 m, B = 0.8 m, 0'= 33°, non
linear elastio solution with joints between
concrete and soil). A fairly good agreement of
the results is to be seen.

The apex of the substituting linearized depen
dence is defined by two angles ¡1 = 0^,es and
£ = (45°- 0. 5 0
).Note that angle (5 is not
applied to the
origin of the coordinates,
but to the vertioal axis in the point represen
ting the weight of the foundation. The Carte
sian coordinates of the apex V
and H_
orit
are defined by equ.(10),(11): max

= (PI

- G)------- 1------1 - tan f t tan C

H orit= (pf -

*y

tan/3
1 - tan (i tan C

( 10 )

(11)

Model tests,as well as mathematical modelling
with the FEM had shown that if the direction
of the external pulling force approaches the
horizontal,the displacements rapidly inorease.
In practice,the limit state of deformation
oould play here a decisive role. To avoid this,
it is recommended to out away the triangle shaped area where the vertical component of the
pulling force is smaller than the weight of the
foundation.
In cohesive soils the first section of the bi
linear diagram is to be taken as horizontal. Hie
descending section begins at the horizontal co
ordinate (Fig.19) :
orit

= (0. 20 to 0. 25 )

(12)

CONCLUSIONS

The problem of stability of a stiff vertioal
foundation loaded with an oblique pulling foroe
is interesting from the point of view of both
theory and praotice.
The aim of the authors was to give a caloula tion method ensuring a safe and economical de
sign without any theoretical ballast. A semi empirical method is proposed,based on theoreti
cal considerations,as well as on the results
of full soale field tests,laboratory model ex
periments and mathematical modelling of the
problem.
Hie ultimate load in vertical and horizontal di
rection is calculated in a manner saving the ad
vantages of simple conventional solutions. Hiese
a r e ,however,improved and completed with correc
tive faotors respecting the real behaviour of
the soil.
The ultimate values of oblique loads for incli
nations from zero to ninety degree are empiri oally defined on the basis of oaloulated values
in vertical and horizontal direction,experimen
tal results and FEM solution.
Hie design loads are oalculated on the basis of
the limit state of stability.

The diagrams in Fig.18 and 19 allow to deter
mine the ultimate value of the oblique pulling
foroe graphically or by calculation.

Hie proposed method of oaloulation was exten ded also to the general oase of frictional-co
hesive soils and to layered subsoil,too.

Hie design loads are to be determined in the
same manner using reduoed design values of all
quantities and the respective factors in the
sense of the theory of limit state of stability.

At the last revision of the Czechoslovak State
Standard 6SN 74 1100 "Eleotrical Transmission
Lines" the method of oaloulation presented here
was included into the ohapter "Foundation of
Transmission Towers",

In an example,Fig.20,the results of the simpli
fied oaloulations oompared with the FE solution
are shown (inflnitly long wall,plain strain
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